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April 2016: Stock Indices have rebounded
since fulfilling the early-2016 outlook with multiple
Indices spiking down to extreme downside targets
and yearly support (the projected low for 2016) identifying the late-Jan./early-Feb. lows as decisive support for all of 2016. The ensuing action has
increased the potential for a subsequent low in June
- in fulfillment of 5- & 10-month low-low cycles.

Corresponding cycles are corroborating analysis
for a 1--2 year topping process (into late-2016) that
could ultimately lead to serious challenges in 2017. Election Cycles, Dollar Index Cycles, the „Curse
of the Republican President‟ & the Cycle of Attacks on America all focus attention on late-2016through-April-2017 as a tumultuous period. The following is a compilation of recent analysis for
newer readers…

Outlook 2016--2017
Natural Year Begins w/Turmoil...
03-30-16 - The study of cycles is a study of many things… not just numbers. It is also a study of patterns, usually in a recurring rhythm. One such pattern could become very intriguing as 2016 unfolds… and
then phases into 2017. It is a pattern of pre- and post- Election economic struggles.
This applies to new candidates, not incumbents. And it tends to swing (to pre- or post-Election) depending on the victorious party. [Let me stress that I am NOT trying to imply a conspiratorial link at work…
just observing what has transpired.]
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And, it applies to recessions and/or stock
market declines… usually both. With 2016/ 2017
set for a new leader, this pattern should be reexamined, as it is already appearing prescient.
In 1981, the economy went into a deep recession after the inflationary debacle of the late1970’s. It greeted the incoming Republican President (post-election) - Ronald Reagan.
The ensuing 1990/91 recession culminated in
March 1991 but was enough for the effects to prevent George H.W. Bush from being reelected.
(The unraveling S & L Crisis magnified that.)

“The Lord said to Moses, “This month is to be
for you the first month, the first month of your year.
Tell the whole community of Israel that on the
tenth day of this month, each man is to take a lamb
for his family, one for each household...
Eat it in haste; it is the Lord‟s Passover. On
that same night I will pass through Egypt and strike
down every firstborn - both men and animals - and I
will bring judgement on all the gods of Egypt.”
Exodus 12:1-3, 11-12
(New Int‟l Vers. ©1986)

2016/2017… that could intensify these cycles...

It paved the way for the rise of the Democrats
& Bill Clinton.

The second alternative is that Trump or Cruz
becomes President (barring a successful coup by
the Republican establishment) - in which case the
Curse of the Republican President would likely
time another serious, post-election retrenchment in
2017.

The ensuing recession of 2001 - and stock
market crash - greeted another incoming Republican President (post-election) - George W. Bush.
Even though the dot.com bubble had peaked
in early-2000, the Nasdaq had dropped 40% by
May 2000 & 50% by Nov. 2000, the economic impact lagged a bit… as is normally the case.

(Were it not for the synergy of corroborating
factors & cycles - already portending something of
this nature - I would not likely be discussing this.)

The next major debacle - the stock market
collapse and the ’great recession’ of 2007--2009 overlapped another ‘changing of the guard’ - expediting the Republicans’ exit and ushering in the
presidency of Barack Obama.

In 1981, 1991, 2001 & 2008, a serious economic retreat either handicapped a new Republican President or doomed an existing one.
If Trump (or another Republican) takes office
in 2017, that pattern would be ripe for a repeat.

It overlapped the two presidencies, just as the
bubble & collapse of 2000/2001 did.

Inaugural Attacks
There is another - more insidious - pattern
that has also been evolving in recent decades. In
many ways, it is like a ‘test of strength’ for a new
President to encounter - allowing America’s adversaries to see how she responds.

So, where does that leave us?
There are two ways to look at this. The first is
if Hillary Clinton is ultimately elected President. In
many ways, that would be similar to the election of
George H.W. Bush - an ‘extension’ of the previous
8 years. That transition - in 1988/1989 - is the only
change of U.S. Presidents (in the past ~40 years)
that did not include a serious economic retreat.

It is the recurring theme of attacks on America… in various forms. (I have previously documented an 8-Year Cycle of Attacks - going back
~40 years - that is basically the same.)

The stock market ‘crash’ of 1987 was already
leading to recovery (by Nov. 1988), so it had little
impact. Of course, there is another alternative for
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detonated in the underground parking garage of
the North Tower. Though it did considerable damage, it did not accomplish its intended goal of collapsing one tower on to the other & destroying
both.
That occurred about a month after the inauguration of Bill Clinton.
In Sept. 2001, the next World Trade Center
attack occurred (as well as the attack on the Pentagon and the prevented attack of Flight 93) - during
the first 8 months of George W. Bush‟s presidency.
In 2009 (July 4th), a new form of coordinated
American-targeted attacks was ushered in. This
involved cyber attacks on the White House, State
Department, Dept. of Homeland Security, New
York Stock Exchange, Washington Post and others.
That occurred about 6 months after the inauguration of Barack Obama.

2017: Curse of the Republican President
“Of course, there is another alternative for 2016/
2017… that could intensify these cycles...
The second alternative is that Trump or Cruz becomes President (barring a successful coup by the Republican establishment) - in which case the Curse of the Republican President would likely time another serious, postelection retrenchment in 2017.
(Were it not for the synergy of corroborating
factors & cycles - already portending something of
this nature - I would not likely be discussing this.)
In 1981, 1991, 2001 & 2008, a serious economic
retreat either handicapped a new Republican President or
doomed an existing one.
If Trump (or another Republican) takes office in
2017, that pattern would be ripe for a repeat.”

See related Dollar Analysis (one of the
‟corroborating factors & cycles‟) that also argues for
Republican Administration in 2017.

Similar to the 1990’s, this ushered in a multiyear onslaught of related assaults against American targets.

If these patterns have any future predictive
validity - or predictivity - they would seem to augur
another trying time in 2017, when both economic
stresses and escalating attacks could plague America. Those attacks could take diverse forms, most
notably cyber-related. But even that could be directed at a myriad of potential targets.

In 3Q & 4Q 2009, Operation Aurora was also
launched - by the „Elderwood Group‟, linked to the
People‟s Liberation Army in China - against dozens
of U.S. tech companies & other organizations.
(Imagine what kind of attacks they might unleash if
a really antagonistic leader was elected President.)

Specific targets - that often arise during discussions of this nature - include power grid & infrastructure, banking & economic (stock exchange,
etc.) and even satellites.

That target list included Google, Yahoo,
Adobe, Symantec, Morgan Stanley, Dow Chemical,
Northrop Grumman & Rackspace… to name a few.
This cyber-warfare has continued to the present day, with another revelation just emerging
when the Justice Department announced indictments against Iranian hackers that perpetrated a
2013 attack on dozens of U.S. banks and a New
York dam (???).

Of course, there is also the potential for physical attacks - as opposed to computer hacks - similar to what took place in April 2013. (Based on
escalating events of the past 20+ years, I have a
theory on the next target - that I will discuss soon.)
For those that do not recall - or were never
aware - the Wall Street Journal did a revealing expose on this in Feb. 2014.

Synergy in ‘17
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Date of Aggression Nears

2017: Cycle of Attacks
“If Trump (or another Republican) takes office
in 2017, that pattern would be ripe for a repeat…
There is another - more insidious - pattern... a „test
of strength‟ for a new President to encounter...It is
the recurring theme of attacks on America…
Imagine what kind of attacks they might
unleash if a really antagonistic leader was elected
President…
If these patterns have any future predictive
validity - or predictivity - they would seem to augur
another trying time in 2017, when both economic
stresses and escalating attacks could plague America. Those attacks could take diverse forms, most
notably cyber-related...
I maintain a stronger focus on 2017…
and April 2017.”

Dubbed the „Metcalf Sniper Attack‟, this was a
sophisticated and well orchestrated attack - on April
16, 2013 - that targeted a PG&E substation that
directs power to Silicon Valley, likely intending to
trigger a domino effect of power outages in N. California… and beyond.

I revisit that April 2013 attack (the same week
as the Boston Marathon bombing) to remind readers of the impending Date of Aggression - on April
19, 2016 and the volatile ~30-day period that often
precedes it. [See page 4 for prior analysis; an update is to follow.]
With recent Brussels’ attacks on everyone’s
minds, it is a tumultuous period when more attacks
are possible. However, I maintain a stronger focus
on 2017… and April 2017.” IT

STOCK INDICES
03/30/16 - Stock Indices rallied sharply after
fulfilling the early-2016 outlook for a sharp decline
from mid-Dec. ‘15 into late-Jan./early-Feb. 2016,
when weekly/monthly cycles bottomed. Many Indices retested their August lows while attacking their
monthly HLS levels AND 2016 yearly support in
Jan.
The Jan. 2016 low reinforced a decisive
monthly Cycle Progression - that projects a subsequent low for June 2016.
That is when a 10-month low-low-(low) Cycle
Progression (Oct. ’14--Aug. ’15--Jun. ’16) AND a
corroborating (half-cycle) 5-month high-low-low(low) Cycle Progression (Mar. ’15--Aug. ’15--Jan.
’16--Jun. ’16) recur.

The assault disabled 17 giant transformers by 6 attackers - AFTER severing fiber-optic cables
in an underground vault.

It also completed a 2.5 month decline - the
midpoint of the 5-month cycle - from the Nov. 4th
highs. That perpetuates a ~2.5 month Cycle Progression aimed at April 4--8, 2016 (intervening
high?). Other factors also argue for an April 1--8th
peak.

It was described by Jon Wellinghof (former
chairman of FERC) as the „most significant incident
of domestic terrorism involving the grid‟ that had
ever occurred.
And it was conducted in a sophisticated manner including prior scoping of targets, lookout signaling and targeting the cooling tanks that would
allow time for the shooters to escape before the
transformers shut down.

These volatile swings are expected to continue
in/through 2Q 2016, as discussed for over a year.
At the risk of sounding like a broken record,
this further fulfills projections for 2015/2016 to
strongly resemble 2000/2001 in the DJIA - when
almost every sharp, 1--3 month decline was quickly
met with a nearly equal, 1--2 month rebound.

And escape they did, 60 seconds before the
police arrived (that‟s precise timing!!!).
Many
speculate it was a test-run for future attacks.
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retesting the first low before rebounding sharply.
The overall drop was ~16%.

[See excerpt from March 2015 INSIIDE Track
in adjacent column… and charts from part of this
analogue.]

In 2000/2001, the DJIA then rebounded for
about 2.5 months - gaining 15% in that period.

With the current action so closely adhering to
that analogue, described over 13 months ago, it is a
good time to review & update that outlook...
If one looks at a DJIA weekly chart - from
March (or even Jan.) 2000 until July/Aug. 2001
(accompanying chart is from Apr. ‘99--Nov. ‘00 -the first phase of that) what is apparent is that it
was a stealth bear market unfolding for ~18
months.
It was only in late-August 2001 - 19 months
after the DJIA had peaked in Jan. 2000 - that an
accelerated decline began to take hold. (Did the
market sense 9/11 a few weeks before it occurred?)
If one estimates a similar (NOT precise) scenario for the current market, from the May 2015
peaks in most Indices, that would project more of
the same volatile swings in the Indices until 4Q
2016 - right after Election 2016. Hmmm… wasn‟t
the 2000 Election a tumultuous one that created
extreme uncertainty in the markets?!?
Although I do NOT expect an exact replica and do not advocate using the 2000-- 2002 decline
as a precise roadmap - it can be instructional to
compare the action of the past year to the action in
2000 and note the similarities. This was recently
detailed in the Weekly Re-Lay…
In 2000, the Indices created a series of divergent highs with the DJTA peaking first (in May
1999) and seeing an initial 10-month decline that
encompassed the lion’s share of its multi-year drop.

In 2015, the Indices created a series of divergent highs with the DJTA peaking first (in Nov.
2014) and seeing an initial 9-month decline that
encompassed about half of what was projected for
its overall, multi-year drop.

INSIIDE Track Reprint

In 2016, the DJIA has rebounded for about 2
months - gaining 14% so far. (A 2.5-month/ 15%
advance projects a surge into early-April and up
to ~17,770/DJIA.)

Feb. 27, 2015: “...the next decline will look more
like the 2000--2002 decline - during which the DJIA experienced multiple 1-2 month rallies & 1-2 month declines, from Jan. ‘00--Jly. ‘01... until 3Q 2001, the DJIA
repeatedly rallied to multi-month highs & looked like it
was going to mount a new advance… only to turn back
down, on a dime.
It would then drop to multi-month lows & look like
it was going to enter a larger decline… only to abruptly
turn back up. That pattern continued for ~18 months…
Only then, did the ‘other shoe’ drop.”

April ‘99 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- Nov. ‘00

DJIA Wkly - 1999--’00

˅

˅

Oct. ‘14 -- -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- Mar. ‘16

In 2000, the DJIA experienced two significant
declines in the first 9 months - with the second low
retesting the first low before rebounding sharply.
The overall drop was ~17%.

In 2015, the DJIA experienced two significant
declines in the first 9 months - with the second low
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In 2001, the DJIA then dropped sharply to
new lows and bottomed 5 months from its preceding double bottom.

INSIIDE Track Reprint

April 2016 - Stock Indices are reinforcing the
decisive lows set in late-Jan./early-Feb. 2016 when monthly cycles bottomed & when many Indices reached monthly extreme downside targets
AND their projected lows for all of 2016.

In 2016, the DJIA is projected to see another
sharp drop into June 2016 - 5 months from its
preceding double bottom.

This action is reinforcing the 2015--2017
Roadmap as well as 2000--2001 parallels in which
every 1--3 month sharp decline is quickly met with
a strong 1--2 month rally… and vice-versa.

As those comparisons reveal, the Indices
have adhered VERY closely to the 2000/2001 analogy and have the potential to extend that adherence into (at least) June 2016… and potentially
into 4Q 2016.

That volatile, sideways topping pattern should
stretch into late-2016 before other decisive cycles like the 17-Year Cycle - enter a bearish phase in
2017… the same time that geopolitical cycles enter
a momentous period.

As described repeatedly in the Weekly ReLay, the Indices could rebound as much as 50% of
the 5-month cycle (between Jan. & June 2016) which pinpoints early-April as a prime time for a
potential, intervening top. That dovetails with prior
INSIIDE Track analysis pinpointing 2Q 2016 as the
expected time for the next decline.

Various cycles pinpoint the time surrounding
the 2016 U.S. Election as a time of critical transition that could usher in a tumultuous period into &
through April 2017. (Watch Date of Aggression!)

With the DJIA, S+P 500 & Nasdaq 100 nearing critical 3--6 month resistance zones (and 1--3
month upside targets), the coming week should be
decisive and needs to corroborate expectations for
a peak in early-April and a new decline in 2Q
2016. There are other factors corroborating this
scenario.” IT

Refer to Weekly Re-Lay & INSIIDE Track
publications for updated analysis & trading strategies. IT
www.insiidetrack.com

[End of excerpt from April 2016 IN-

SIIDE Track.]

Hadik’s Cycle Progression
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April ’16 INSIIDE Track Excerpt

Date of Aggression 2016:
Precursor to April 2017? Excerpt from March 2007...
March 2007 - April 19th: A Day of Revolts & Rebellions
For several years, I have discussed the significance of the April 19th date in US history. Among many
other events, the following all occurred on - or within a few days of - April 19th:
— Start of Revolutionary War — Start of Civil War — Start of Mexican-American War — Start of
Spanish-American War — America abandoning the Gold Standard — Failure of Bay of Pigs Invasion —
End of Viet Nam War — Largest battle of warships since WW II… — Suicide bombing of American Embassy
in Beirut, Lebanon. — Waco/Branch Davidian debacle — Oklahoma City Bombing... — Columbine High
School massacre…

Happy New (Natural) Year
April 19th holds great significance with regard to the natural year. If one were to begin a calendar on
the vernal equinox (start of Spring and the start of the ‘natural year’), the first month of that year would
end on April 19/20th. It is when the earth - in the N. Hemisphere - passes from seasonal ‘death’ to ‘life’...
The period between March 20/21 - April 19/20th marks a very important transition period in each
year. It is linked to various means of measuring time and has physical (natural), celestial (astronomy),
metaphysical (astrology) & supernatural (Jewish & Christian commemorations) implications.
So, at the very least, it is a time to watch each year for signs of ‘change’. In many ways, April 19th
acts like a deadline for determining what to expect in the coming year. As such, the days immediately preceding (and sometimes following) it show the greatest amount of activity and volatility....
It is almost as if something in nature says “if there is going to be war or revolt this year, you need to
show your hand by April 19th”.
So, even though the natural year begins on March 20/21st, the most overt events - that will influence
the rest of that natural year - often wait until April 19th… the culmination of this decisive period…

Happy New (Celestial) Year
Cycles are a measurement of time. As such, diverse ways of calculating and recording time should be
examined when studying cycles...Although I do not follow the belief-system of astrology, this is worth discussing since many others do and since it has influenced the beliefs, philosophies and even governments
of many peoples...
The zodiac begins with the sun moving into the astrological sign of Aries (Ram) on March 20/21st. ..
This first sign extends until... April 19/20th...and then enters Taurus - the Bull - just as the Sun is entering
Aries - the Ram…
(Continued on page 8)
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April ’16 INSIIDE Track Excerpt
(Continued from page 7)

An interesting correlation that involves a Ram and a Bull involves the sacrifices required in the Old
Testament...this time of year is represented by two ancient sacrificial animals... the period from March
20/21 - April 19/20 - represents various examples of instability - from a physical (earthquakes, etc.), financial and emotional (war, revolution, emancipation) perspective.
3-30-16: This excerpt is just a small sampling of the analysis included in past examinations of the
„Date of Aggression‟ (April 19th) and the month leading up to it - a tumultuous time when „kings went off to
war‟ in the Old Testament. It represents the beginning of the Natural Year (vernal equinox on March
20/21st) - a time when civilizations come back to life after the slumber/hibernation of Winter.
Historically, it is also a VERY aggressive period! Ancient Roman festivals celebrated the god of war Mars, for whom March is named.
That March 2007 analysis included multiple links to Europe, Belgium and the start of World War I…
connections that are again being highlighted by recent events. The Brussels Bombings - on March 22,
2016 (the first full day of this aggressive period) - reinforced this cycle, again ushering in this unstable ~30day period with another round of attacks.
This dangerous period could/should intensify into April 19/20, 2016. I plan on updating the ‘Date of
Aggression’ analysis & sending a corresponding Report in April. IT
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